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In trade policy the government assisted local industry by imposing tariffs, quotas, and prohibitions on imports
of goods that competed with local manufacturers. Groups with political power use that power to secure
government intervention to protect their interests while claiming to seek benefits for the nation as a whole.
While the publication of The Wealth of Nations is generally considered to mark the end of the mercantilist era,
the laissez-faire doctrines of free-market economics also reflect a general disenchantment with the imperialist
policies of nation-states. Shipping was particularly important during the mercantile period. Because ships
could be used for merchant or military purposes, the governments of the era developed strong merchant
marines. With respect to its colonies, British mercantilism meant that the government and the merchants
became partners with the goal of increasing political power and private wealth, to the exclusion of other
empires. By England had removed the last vestiges of the mercantile era. First, he demonstrated that trade,
when freely initiated, benefits both parties. In return, the home country provided the colonies with military
security, and political administration. The British Empire embraced free trade and used its power as the
financial center of the world to promote the same. The culmination of all of these policies lead to Spain
defaulting in , , and  To grow its wealth, England introduced fiscal policies that discouraged colonists from
buying foreign products, while creating incentives to only buy British goods. Greater monarchical power and
uncertain property rights in France and Spain, by contrast, were accompanied by slower growth and even
stagnation during this period. Spain limiting the trade of their colonies is one of the causes that lead to the
separation of the Dutch from the Spanish Empire. This school argues that rent-seeking merchants and
governments developed and enforced mercantilist policies. The goal of these thinkers was to find an economic
system compatible with Christian doctrines of piety and justice. Finally, all trade between England and its
colonies had to be carried in either English or colonial vessels. While the wealthy capitalists who controlled
the House of Commons benefited from these monopolies, Parliament found it difficult to implement them
because of the high cost of group decision making. The other nations of Europe also embraced mercantilism to
varying degrees. London: Macmillan,  The height of French mercantilism is closely associated with
Jean-Baptiste Colbert , finance minister for 22 years in the 17th century, to the extent that French mercantilism
is sometimes called Colbertism. Protectionist policies were enacted that limited imports and favored exports.
Origins[ edit ] The term "mercantile system" was used by its foremost critic, Adam Smith , [39] but Mirabeau
â€” had used "mercantilism" earlier. On the continent, the process was somewhat different. Laissez-faire,
however, required little or no governmental intervention in the economic mechanics of a country. In contrast
to the agricultural system of the physiocrats or the laissez-faire of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
the mercantile system served the interests of merchants and producers such as the British East India Company,
whose activities were protected or encouraged by the state. In modern economic theory, trade is not a
zero-sum game of cutthroat competition, because both sides can benefit from it. They believe Mun and
Misselden were not making this mistake in the s, and point to their followers Josiah Child and Charles
Davenant , who in wrote, "Gold and Silver are indeed the Measures of Trade, but that the Spring and Original
of it, in all nations is the Natural or Artificial Product of the Country; that is to say, what this Land or what this
Labour and Industry Produces. British mercantilism thus mainly took the form of efforts to control trade.
Mismanagement of printed currency resulted in inflationary periods. Magnusson, Lars. Eventually, it would
no longer be cost-effective to export goods from the high-price country to the low-price country, and the
balance of trade would reverse. The mercantile regulations protected the privileged positions of monopolists
and cartels , which in turn provided revenue to the monarch or state. In , an important decree banned the
import of woolen goods from Spain and some parts of Flanders. The Wealth of Nations. The Staple Act of
extended the Navigation Act by requiring that all colonial exports to Europe be landed through an English port
before being re-exported to Europe. At the time, England was the epicenter of the British Empire but had
relatively few natural resources. Ekelund, Robert B. All trade recommendations are included in the afternoon
report. This is something that is true but not useful. Mercantilists believed that to maximize a nation's power,
all land and resources had to be used to their highest and best use , and this era thus saw projects like the
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draining of The Fens.


